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My goals in teaching philosophy are for students to become better able to articulate their own 
thoughts and understand the thoughts of others, and to think philosophically about their lives. 
These goals guide my readings, activities, and assignments in classes in all formats—whether in-
person, hybrid, or online.  
 
In in-person and hybrid classes, I use a number of activities to provoke discussion in my classes. 
These activities are really discussion questions in disguise. For example, while reading Plato’s 
Meno in Introduction to Philosophy, we brainstorm different kinds of knowledge and asked 
whether Socrates was right that knowledge of virtue entails being able to define the term ‘virtue.’ 
This question connects to questions we ask later—whether know-how is the same as know-that, 
and whether Wittgenstein is right to think we cannot define abstract concepts but only describe 
family resemblances between different members of a category. 
 
Activities also aim at consolidating students’ understanding of the material. When I teach 
Descartes’s Meditations, students work together to create a flowchart of Descartes’s arguments. 
This activity helps students to understand the way the parts of a complex argument fit together. 
The activities are often the most memorable part of the course for students: students refer back to 
them in later discussions. In my General Humanities class this Fall, we listened together to 
recreations of ancient Greek modes in order to see whether Plato’s claims about the modes and 
what they signify makes sense. Students came up with mood descriptors for each scale and we 
tested them against Plato’s descriptions. 
 
My courses use writing assignments to teach important ideas and skills, and to help students 
reflect on the readings. In introductory courses, my longer writing assignments are structured, 
and each has (broadly) three goals: to demonstrate understanding of the text, to articulate a good 
objection to it, and to imagine the best way an author could respond. The latter skill is 
particularly challenging to students, but I have found that describing it as a role-playing activity 
helps. One of my recent assignments took the form of a dialogue between Aristotle and Epictetus 
about the value of anger. I assess student writing using a rubric I designed based on the “They 
Say/I Say/They Might Respond” approach to academic writing.  
 
These writing assignments encourage students to think about philosophy in the context of their 
lives and not simply the classroom. For example, as part of a writing assignment on Frankfurt’s 
“On Bullshit,” I ask students to think of a specific instance of bullshit that might also count as 
lying. Another writing assignment that helps to make philosophy vivid to students is the 
“Experience Project.” In my Ethics courses, I ask students to practice an ethical theory for a 
certain length of time and report on what they did and how well they lived up to the theory. This 
assignment is both popular and successful in helping refine students’ understanding of the 
theories we study.  
 
My ideal classroom is a place where students feel safe expressing and trying out new ideas in a 
spirit of collaborative inquiry. The activities I have used help to foster this collaborative and open 
atmosphere. In Ethics students work together to create a chart comparing key features of 
different ethical theories and assign a theme song to each. My students are often surprised how 
much they enjoy philosophy. Recently, one of my students said they viewed my class as a kind of 
therapy, a place to think through important issues. This is my goal as a teacher: to provide my 
students with a place to think things through.  


